NEXT WFC MEETING –
 Sat. 25th August 2012 – Committee Meeting 11.00am; $5 lunch at about noon.
 Sat. 8th September 2012 – 8am $5 Breakfast at Hangar 10.
 Please check the Flying Club website for all upcoming events as this is constantly updated.
{The Club Breakfast defaults to the second Saturday of the month, and the Committee Meeting / Lunch to the last Saturday of
the month (unless circumstances force an alteration)}. (All members are welcome to attend the Committee Meetings as well as
Lunch).
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It has been a very busy month so far. We have touched-up the
paint work on WTF and treated any rust on steel parts (including
renewing the screws that hold on inspection covers and cowling,
where possible using stainless steel screws). WTF has been
polished all over with Turtle Wax polish – this took about 12 man
hours – so WTF is looking really good.
We do have someone interested in buying WTF, so Shaun and
Bruce took the Eaglet down to Taupo on Thursday to meet with
the potential buyers coming up from Palmerston North so they
could take a look and have a test fly. This went well and they
appeared to be completely rapped with the plane, so this is
looking hopeful. If they don’t buy the Eaglet, it will be put on the
open market as we need to sell her having already obtained
bridging finance for the new plane from the bank.
The new Tecnam Eaglet leaves Italy at the end of August and will
take about six weeks to get here. When we get this new plane it
will be necessary to set up a cleaning programme where we wash
the plane (say) every two weeks and polish every two months.
To be honest, WTF was in a pretty untidy state before we got to
work on her.
I would like to thank Lou and Dirk for all the work they have done
on the tidy-up of WTF, and also to Sheila and Bruce for setting-up
the bridging finance and all the paperwork needed in relation to
the purchase of the new plane.
The registration letters we wanted for the new Eaglet were WFC
(the name of our club) – however, these letters were taken by a
chap in Dunedin and since his initials were WFC he wanted to
keep them. We have come up with WCF as the alternative (we
had to have registration letters to get past Customs) but these
letters can be changed if the members so wish.
Change of subject…The concrete has been laid where the fuel
shed used to be, and the sliding door has arrived and has now
been installed. Lou got on to some cheap railing (for safety
fencing) so that project should be finished in 3-4 week’s time.
There is a small area where we can have BBQs.
Just a reminder about Father’s Day Fly-in… we will need as many
helpers as we can get, so if you are available just give Lou a call.
Happy and safe flying.
Bob
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CFI’s Report:
Hi everyone
Well what an exciting months it’s been. The purchase of the new aircraft is steaming ahead and Bruce
and Sheila have been working really hard with the bank to secure the interim finance. This has now been
approved and we have signed the paperwork to secure this. Club member and solicitor Tony Savage
has also been involved to ensure everything is legal and above board and our thanks go to him for his
valued input.
The next stage is to find a purchaser for WTF. The paint work has now been touched up after the recent
corrosion removal and the aircraft has been polished up and looks like new. Thanks to Bob, Lou and
everyone who helped with this.
If you are flying WTF between now and when it sells please ensure that you keep it in pristine condition
so we can show it at short notice. Please wipe down all the leading edges and get rid of any bugs and
marks. Keep widows clean and free of bugs and also please keep the interior spotless. Please also
avoid taxing on any grass areas to keep the aircraft free of mud.
On Thursday 23 August Bruce and I took WTF down to Taupo to show it to the Manawatu Aero Club.
Three GA pilots arrived who had very little Microlight experience and at the beginning they were a little
sceptical. I took them each for 2 circuits and they just couldn’t believe the climb performance, cockpit
space etc. At the end of these demo flights all three of them were beaming and were very excited about
possibly owning WTF. I would be surprised if they didn’t make an offer and they are now going back to
their committee to make their recommendations. We will await their decision. A quick sale would be
fantastic.
On another topic we are still having problems with Salt Air joining non-standard from the North. Please
note that, especially in the morning and when runway 24 is in use, Saltair joins on a 1 to 2 mile nonstandard right base for 24. Unfortunately they don’t call right base but call that they are joining on a 2
mile final. This incorrect position report combined with the sun strike that occurs off the threshold of 24 in
the morning means that this aircraft is almost invisible. Please be very aware of this and look for traffic
not just in the circuit direction but also on the non-traffic side when joining, in the circuit and when
entering the runway. Non-standard joining is not permitted so let’s set a good example and make all of
our joining and departure procedure standard and legal. That means no non-standard right hand turns
off 24 when departing to the north or non-standard left turns when departing off 06.
If you haven’t flown for a while now is the time to get current and get ready for our new arrival. Just
contact any member of our instructor team to arrange your flight.
Other than that fly safe and have fun out there.
Happy and safe flying.
Cheers
Shaun

____________________

Editorial:
What a wonderful job the guys have done on WTF – she looks like a new plane!! We are so lucky to
have such stalwarts keeping on top of things at the club.
I’d just like to mention one other name to add to Bob’s list of those tidying up WTF . . . and that is Bob
himself! I wonder how many of the ’12 man hours’ polishing he did himself! Each time a called at the
hangar, there he’d be, up a ladder polishing a wing. I know he didn’t work alone, but he is too modest to
add his own name to the stalwarts…
Drew

____________________
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Drew’s News from around the Web:

Mattresses Aid Helo Landing
“A medical helicopter broke a skid in flight when it hit a cellphone
tower early Sunday morning, but the crew landed safely at San Antonio
International Airport after firefighters built a pile of mattresses to take
the place of the missing skid. The Bell 407 helicopter, with three crew
and a patient on board, was headed for the San Antonio Military Medical
Center about 3:30 a.m. when the accident occurred. "[The pilot] knew if
he landed, that he would crash," firefighter Kevin Campbell told the San
Antonio Express-News. "He suggested mattresses, and I told Engine 23
to grab three or four mattresses from the dorm." They also brought 45pound weights from the firehouse gym to hold the mattresses down. Campbell said the helicopter crew
hovered for a short time before attempting the landing. "It was tense for a little bit," he said. But the
helicopter landed safely, and nobody was hurt. "It worked great," Campbell said.
"All the credit goes to the pilot," Campbell added. "We were glad it worked out. But no, I don't think I
ever want to do that again." FAA spokesman Lynn Lunsford told the Houston Chronicle that using
mattresses for the emergency landing is "what you'd call fast thinking." The FAA will investigate whether
the cell tower had proper lighting and at what altitude the helicopter was flying, he said. Another
helicopter took the patient to the medical center.”
______________________
… and now for a couple of educational videos … (Ed.)
Troll Dolls In The FRZ

Glenn Pew, Contributing Editor, Video Editor, AvWeb

Potomac Airport owner and operator David Wartofsky's latest YouTube video may educate pilots about the Washington, D.C.,
area's Flight Restricted Zone (FRZ), though some viewers may find the video's use of troll dolls a bit unorthodox. Following the
September 11, 2001, attacks, Wartofsky's airport, along with Hyde Field and College Park Airport, attracted special attention
from the DOT and TSA for their proximity to potential terrorist targets in the nation's capitol. The result was the FRZ. It imposes
additional procedures and restrictions for pilots operating in the area, or to and from its airports. Wartofsky would like the rules
revisited. Until then, he says his video is designed to "have a little fun, explain things to pilots ... and push policies to the next
much simpler logical step." In his thinking, that step would "acknowledge the presence of surface-to-air missiles and stand down
the rest." As for the video, Wartofsky says its content is "technically correct on all fronts." The method of presentation may be
open to interpretation.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1P7CIAAjvfc&feature=player_embedded

___________________
… and this is also worth watching … (Ed.)
Density Altitude…

When a pilot does a mea culpa on YouTube, the natural reaction is a cyber lynch mob. But shouldn't we,
as an industry, be asking how we can get inside the heads of pilots who make bad judgements to prevent
accidents in the first place?
Video of a plane crash as it was experienced from the right seat, inside the cockpit. The accident took
place on Saturday, June 30, 2012 near Bruce Meadows airstrip, not far from Stanley, Idaho. At the time
of this report, information was preliminary and subject to change, but some had been collected by the
NTSB. The aircraft is a Stinson model 108-3, a 165-horsepower single-engine high-wing propeller-driven
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plane capable of carrying four, plus full fuel and light baggage. All four occupants survived the crash with
the pilot suffering the worst injury. The cause of the crash is yet undetermined, but an aircraft's
performance is dependent, among other things, on the density of the air it moves through. The pilot
appears to have faced "high-density altitude" conditions, which degrade an aircraft's take-off and climb
performance.
http://www.avweb.com/avwebflash/exclusivevids/ExclusiveVideo_StinsonPlaneCrash_InCockpitVideo_2071
88-1.html

___________________
Just, Um, testing the security…
JET SKIER FINDS FLAW IN JFK SECURITY

The security at New York's John F. Kennedy International Airport cost $100 million, but a regular guy
with a broken-down jet ski inadvertently thwarted the entire system on Saturday night. Daniel Casillo, 31,
of Howard Beach, was out at a bar with friends when they decided to go for a ride on their watercraft in
Jamaica Bay, the New York Post reported Sunday. After his craft broke down in the dark, and his friends
were nowhere to be seen, Casillo swam to shore, heading for the bright lights of Runway 4 Left, which
protrudes into the bay. Casillo scaled an eight-foot fence, walked across two runways, and made it to
Terminal 3 without anyone trying to stop him.
___________________
ERRANT SKYDIVERS LAND ON NUKE SUB BASE

Two skydivers who missed their intended drop zone at St. Mary's Airport in southeast Georgia and
instead landed at Naval Base King's Bay next door, which hosts Ohio Class nuclear submarines and their
Trident nuclear missiles were quickly detained last Sunday. They landed on a ball field. Base spokesman
Scott Bassett said the pair, who were caught by unexpected winds, were "noticed immediately" and met
with a response that will have to be left up to the imagination since Bassett declined to tell NBC News the
details of the interaction between security forces and the errant jumpers. "Security is robust," he said. "It's
extraordinarily dangerous to parachute into this base."

___________________

ADVERTISEMENT
Gary Mitchell is selling his batch in Whananaki. With the airfield right across the road this would be great for
anyone interested in aviation. Anyone interested please contact Shaun who will put you in touch.
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Tail Piece

(Well it IS related to flying! Ed.)

What brilliant coverage of the Olympics! The best ever … and didn’t we do well! I enjoyed pointing out to
friends in South Africa that we beat them in the medal table! Also a great opportunity for people involved in
‘minor’ sports to follow their interest.
Now am I the only one, or does anyone else find the concept of a walking race slightly ridiculous, if not an
oxymoron? Here’s a still (captured by the simple expedient of taking a photo of the TV) of the women’s 20km
“walk”. Neither of the runners (oops, sorry, walkers) “walking on air” were disqualified. You’d think with all
their high tech gear they could monitor this better. Maybe they’re afraid NOBODY would finish!
Drew

____________________

I was visiting my son and daughter-in-law last night
when I asked if I could borrow a newspaper.
'This is the 21st century, old man,' he said.
'We don't waste money on newspapers.
Here, you can borrow my iPod.'
I can tell you, that bloody fly never knew what hit it...
____________________

HAPPY FLYING
        
24th August 2012
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